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AT&TCo Sfardard

ELECTRON TUBE

REFERENCE VOLTAGE

1. GENERAL

AND

FILAMENT CIRCUIT ADJUSTMENT

REFERENCE CURRENT METHODS

panel voltage is used for installation ad-
justments. I!Referencevoltage,” used for

1.01 This section describes methods of adjus”
ing electron tube filament circuits in

offices having regulated filament battery, i.e
where the distributing fuse panel voltage is
maintained within * 0.5 volt of the ❑ean volt-
age. The ❑ethods covered in this section do

,

nit apply to those circuits employing type 31OA
and 311A electron tubes authorized for 9-volt
heater circuit operation. In such cases refer-
ence should be made to the circuit drawings and
if the necessary information does not appear
thereon, reference should be made to Section
024-721-801. Two methods are described as
follows:

(A) Reference Voltage

(B) Reference Current

1.02 This section has been revised to define
the terms used in the section; to add a

reference to”circuits employing type 31OA and
311A t~bes authorizedfor9-volt heater circuit
operation; to specify the establishment of a
reference voltage for each order of current for
each fu?e panel which supplies circuitz operat-
ing on currents of different orders; to add a
reference to the 9RF resistance and supply in-
formation concerning substitute resistances for
101FA, 101L, and 102L electron t:]bes;to modify
the methods used in determining reference volt-
age and reference current; to remove the chance
of appreciable error in setting up reference
fuse panel voltages which would result ifmeters
of different resistance were used in determin-
ing these voltages and in adjusting filament
Currents, particularly where grid bias is ob-
tained by filament drop; and to make various
minor changes in the text. Since this reissue
covers a general revision,the arrows ordinarily
uzed to indic~te changes have been omitted.

1.03 Definition of terms:

(a) “Mean” Fuse Panel Voltage: The mean fuse
p::nelvoltage is defined as ‘Jthearithme-

tic average of the readings of a voltmeter
connected to a fuse panel under normal load
when the voltage at the power board is at its
upper and lower limits as determined by the
setti~gs at which the voltage alarm or auto-
matic voltmeter relay operates.” “Mean” fuse

maintenance, is lower than the “mean” voltage
by the drop in the.filament circuit.

(b) Reference Voltage: ‘he reference voltage
of a fuse panel is defined as “the arith-

metic average of the readings of a voltmeter
connected in series with a filament circuit,
in which fixed resistances have been substi-
tuted for the electron tubes, wired to a fuse
panel under normal load, when the voltage at
the power board is at its upper and lower
limits as determined by the settings at which
the voltage alarm orautomatic voltmeter relay
operates.”

(c) Reference Current: The reference current
of a filament current checking circuit is

defined as “the arithmetic average of the
readings of an ammeter in series with the
filament current checking circuit when the
voltage at the power board is at its upper
and lo~er limits as determined by the settings
at which the voltage alarm or automaticvolt-
meter relay operates.’! Thus ‘preferencecur-
rentlfis the current read in the filament
current checking circuit when the deviation
from “reference voltagel!is zero.

1.OL It is important that the reference volt-
age or reference current for each fuse

panel should not vary beyond the limits shown
in Paragraphs 3.02 and 3.2h. Accordingly the
reference values should be checked whenever any
modification in the equipment is made which may
affect the reference values, such as power plant
changes or changes in the load on a fuse panel.

1.05 The various values in Tables 1, 2, and 3
and the ‘Lnfo~ation covering the type of

resistances to be inserted in the tube sockets
are provided for use when these data are not
shown on the circuit drawing. Reference should
first be made to the circuit drawing and if the
necessary information does not appear thereon
then the values shown in this section should be
used.

1.06 In certain cases, such as the t~es J and
K carrier unattended offices using a 152-

volt power plant, the general method shown in
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SECTION 024-720-801

this section does not apply and special proce-
dures are necessary as covered on the circuit
drawings.

1.07 These methods can not be applied in non-
regulated battery offices or in regulated

battery offices which are equipped with ballast
lamps, but they are applicable to these cir-
cuits in regulated battery offices provided
the ballast lamps have been replaced by No. 96A
resistances or their equivalent.

1.o8 The reference voltage method (A) is pref-
erable and shouldbeused whenever a suit-

able voltmeter is available.

1.o9 The reference current method (B) is ap-
plicable only where a filament checking

curcuit is prov:ded.

2. APPARATUS

(A) Reference Voltage

2.01

(see

2.02

lent

2.o3

Note

2.o).l

upon

98-type, 113A-, or 11~-type Resistances
as required to replace the electron tubes
Paragraph 3.06).

Weston Model 1 or Model b~ titer> scale
O to 0.6 and O to 1.8 amperes, or equiva-
(see Note 2).

Weston Model 1 or Model b~ Voltmeter,
scale O to 30 volts, or equivalent (see

2).

One W2BC Cord equipped with a No. 304.A
plug (2w26A) or No. 347 plug depending
the particular filament circuit jacks in-

volved. If a No. 3L7 Plug is rewired, the
W2BC Cord should be modified locally.

2.05 SPST (single-pole, single-throw) Switch
or equivalent key.

2.o6 165- or 258-type Plug.

2.07 Short lengths (not over two feet each) of
rubber-insulated stranded wire not smaller

than No. 18 gauge or two leads of L20 Jumpers
in parallel, for connecting meters and switch.

(B) Reference Current

2.Q8 Resistances as covered in Paragraph 2.01.

2.09 Ammeter as covered in Paragraph 2.02.

2.10 Two W2BC Cords as covered in Para-
graph 2.0~.

2.11 DPDT (double-pole, double-throw) Switch
or equivalent key.

2.12 165- or 258-type Plug as covered in
Paragraph 2.06.

2.13 Wire as covered in Paragraph 2.07.

24V
No.304or

— Resistances No.347Plug

Substituted for
Tubes Za “~

AMM,BCO,
FIL etc.

— Jock

—.— .— .—. —.— —,

W2BC Cordy

Voltmeter Ammeter

“SPST Switch

Fig. 1

Note 1: On account of the wiring in some
circuits it will be necessary to reverse
the wiring to the meters in order for the
meters to indicate properly.

Note 2: Since the requirements and methods
-s section assume the omission of rou-
tine filament currentmeasurements,accuracy
is important. Therefore, the meters used
should have a rated accuracy of 1/2 of
1 per cent or better. The voltmeter should
have a nominal resistance of not less than
100 ohms per volt. The meters, when test-
ing should be separated at least 12 inches
from each other and at least 6 inches from
other metal, such as the frames of the re-
lay rack bays, power boards, etc. If mod-
el h5’-typemeters are used, these precau-
tions are not necessary.

3. METHOD

(A) Reference Voltage

3.01 Determination of Reference Voltage: A
reference voltage shall be determined for

each distributing fus; panel from which the
filament circuits of the various equipment cir-
cuits involved may be supplied and for each
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order of current involved, i.e., 0.2s,O.~, and
1.0 ampere, for each fuse panel which supplies
circuits operating on currents of different
orders.

3.02 Any reference voltage once determined for
any fuse panel should remain within 0.2

volt as long as the mean floating voltage of
the office battery is not changed or the load
on the fuse panel remains reasonably constant.
It should also be the same withirfthe accuracy
of measurement for all filament circuits em-
ploying the same fuse panel.

Note: Prior to determining the reference
=age, the high-low voltage alarm in the
case of manually or automatically regulated
batteries or the automatic voltage regulat-
ing equipment should be checked to insure
that this equipment is functioning within
its specified limits. This check should be
made by connecting the model 1 or model 45
voltmeter across the battery at the bus bars
to which the voltage alarm relay is con-
nected and raising and lowering the voltage
to the settings of the equipment. Adjust-
❑ents as required should be made as covered
in sections applying to this equipment.

3.03 The procedures which should be followed
for the determination of the reference

voltage are given in the following paragraphs.
A 2-way talking circuit will be required be-
tween the location of the equipment at which
the test is made and the attendant in the power
room who is assisting in the test.

3.0~ Insure that the normal loadisbeing drawn
from the fuse panel for which the refer-

ence voltage is to be determined.

3.Og Remove from service the equipment associ-
ated with one filament circuit which is

connected to the selected fuse panel. In se-
lecting a filament circuit for test, one in-
volving push-pull carrier amplifiers should not
be used.

Caution: The filament circuit should al-
ways be turned off by inserting a 165- or
58-type dummy plug, as required, in the

filament circuit jack before removing a
tube from a socket.

3.06 Substitute resistances for the electron
tubes in the filament circuit as follows:

1ss

Type of Resistances

98A

98B

98c

98D

98F

113A

H&l

ll~B

3, SECTION 024-720-801

Type of Tubes

101D, 10hD
D-86326 and D-86327

101F, 10I.FA
101J and 102L

102F

102D and 102G

101L

31OA

311A

338A

Note: In certain circuits. such as
~lOL-01, lA Carrier Pilot Channel Ter-
minal, it will be necessary to block the
alarmrelayin the plate circuit temporarily,
as an alarm lamp is fed through the fila-
ment circuit jack and incorrect current
flow readings would be obtained.

3.07 Referring to Fig. 1, insert the plug on
the cord to which the meters are attached

into the filament circuit jack.

3.08 With the voltmeter short-circuited check
to see that the filament current is with-

in the specified limits shown on the circuit
drawing or within the limits shown in Table 3,
if the values are not shown on the circuit
drawing.

3.09 Connect the voltmeter into the circuit by
opening the SPST switch. Observe the

voltage on the 30-volt scale and have the power
attendant adjust the battery over its range.
Read with the best possible accuracy (within
0.0S volt) and record the voltages when the
battery is at its high and low limit, as deter-
mined by the operation of the high-low alarm in
manually operated power plants, or by the opera-
tion of the automatic equipment in automatically
regulated plants. Care should be taken not to
override the settings of the voltage alarm or
automatic voltmeter relay. In order to deter-
mine these voltages accurately it may be nec-
essary to repeat the readings several times and
take the average, rejecting any extreme varia-
tions. Have the power attendant return the
battery voltage to normal.
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SECTION 024-720-801

3.10 Obtain the arithmetic average of the
high and low readings recorded in Para-

graph 3.09. This average is the REFERENCE
VOLTAGE for the particular fuse panel and for.
the order of current involved. The reference
voltage and the serial number and resistance of
the voltmeter used to obtain the voltage should
be recorded for each fuse panel and for each
order of current in the fuse panel records
associated with the fuse panel or panels for
subsequent reference.

3.11 Either proceed with the adjustment as
covered in Paragraphs 3.12 to 3.22 or re-

move the resistances from the tube sockets and
reinsert the electron tubes and restore the
equipment to service.

3.12 Adjustmer~tofFilament Circuit Resistance:
If not already known, the reference volt-

age should be determined for the distributing
fuse panel which supplies the filament circuits
to be adjusted as covered in Paragraphs 3.01
to 3.11.

3.13 The accuracy of the adjustments covered
herein depend upon the establishment of a

definite voltage current relationship, there-
fore they should not be undertaken during peri-
odz whenthe battery voltage is fluctuating
rapidly.

3.lk The meters used in making the adjustment
of the filament circuits should be the

same (or of the same resistance) as the ones
used for determining the reference voltage.
The 2-way talking trunk to the power room
attendantwillnotbeneeded in these procedures.

3.15 Insurethat the normal load is being drawn
from the distributing fuse panel.

3.16 Remove from service the equipment asso-
ciated with the filament circuit to be

adjusted (see cautionfollowing Paragraph 3.0s).

3.17 Substitute resistances for the electron
tubes in the filament circuits, in ac-

cordance with the list in Paragraph 3.06.

Note: In the case of push-pull carrier
amplifiers, the filament battery in the
branch of the amplifier not under test
should be cut off and a tube in that
amplifier branch should be removed.

3.18 Referring to Fig. 1, with the SPST switch
closed insert the plug on the cord to

which the meters are attached into the filament
circuit jack.

3.19 Read the filament current and immediately
connect the voltmeter into the circuit by

opening the voltmeter short-circuiting switch.
Read the voltage and close the short-circuiting
switch. The voltmeter.should not be left con-
nected longer than necessary for a reading to
be obtained. Determine the deviation of this
measured voltage from the reference voltage.

3.20 Adjust the resistances in the filament
circuit, repeating Paragraph 3.19 after

each adjustment until the current-voltagerela-
tion, as shown on the circuit drawing or as
given in Table 2, is obtained. Where the cur-
rent value for zero deviation from reference
voltage is not shown on the circuit drawing
the values shown in Table 1 may be used.

3.21 Remove the resistances from the tube
sockets and reinsert the electron tubes.

Again read the filament current, which should
be within the’limits shown on the circuit draw-
ing or within the limits shown in Table 3 if
the values are not shown on the circuit draw-
ing. In the case of heater-type tubes, it will
be necessary to wait until the current becomes
stabilized. In the case of ‘tdome’’-typetubes,
the filament resistance increases slightly dur-
ing the first 2000 hours of operation, there-
fore, when new tubes are installed the filament
current may initially exceed the limits
specified.

Note: Failure to meet these limits will
usually indicate an error in adjusting the
circuit resistance due to using an incor-
rect type or defective resistance in the
tube socket, or may very occasionally re-
sult from a defective tube.

3.22 Restore the equipment to service.

(B) Reference Current

3.23 Determimtion of Reference Current: The
reference current should be determined

for at least one filament current checking cir-
cuit connected to each distributing fuse panel.
Wnere more than one filament current checking
circuit is connected to the same fuse panel, it
should be ascertained that these are so adjusted
that the current readings in them do not differ
by more than 0.003 ampere h the case of one-
half ampere circuits or by more than O.00~ am-
pere in the case of one-ampere circuits, for
the same battery voltage.

3.2h The reference current once determined for
any filament current checking

shouldremainwithinO.00~ ampere ina
circuit
half-ampere
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circuit or within 0.010 ampere in a one-ampere
circuit, as long as the mean floating voltage
of the office battery is not changed or the
load on the fuse panel to which the filament
current checking circuit is connected remains
reasonably constant.

~: Prior to determining the reference
current, the high-low voltage alarm in the
case of manually or automatically regulated
batteries or the automatic voltage regulat-
ing equipment should be checked to insure
that this equipment is functioning within
its specified limits: This check should be
made by connecting the ❑odel 1 or ❑odel 45
voltmeter across the battery at the bus
bars to which the voltage alarm relay is
connected and raising and lowering the volt-
age to the settings of the equipment. Ad-
justments as required sho~ld be made as
covered in sections applying to this
equipment.

3.2S The procedures which shouldbe followed
for the deter@nation of the reference

current are given in the following paragraphs.
A 2-way talking.circuit will be required be-
tween the jack appearances of the filament cur-
rent checking circuit at which the test is to
be made and the attendant in the power room who
is assisting in the test.

3.26 Insure that the normal load is being drawn
from the fuse panel to which is connected

the filament current checking circuit ‘forwhich
the reference current is to be determined.

3.27 The cord and ammeter should be connected,

the
na1

with the tip to the negative terminal of-
ammeter and the ring to the positive termi-
of the ammeter.

Note: On account of the wiring of the fil-
=t circuit jacks in some circuits such
as HF carrier telegraph terminals, floor
type carrier repeaters, VP telegraph termi-
nals, and interference suppressors, it will
be necessary to reverse the connections be-
tween the tip.and ring of the cord and the
meter in order for the ammeter to indicate
properly.

3.28 Insert the plug of the cord to which the
ammeter is connected into one of the jack

appearances of the filament current checking
circuit.

3.29 Note the current reading and, if neces-
sary, adjust the resistance of the fila-

ment current checking circuit until the current

is within the specified limits shown on the
circuit drawing or within the limits shown in
Table 3 if the values are not shown on the
circuit drawing.

3.30 Have the power attendant adjust the bat-
tery voltage over its range. Read with

.lebest possible accuracy (within 0.001 am-
ere) and record the current when the battery
.sat its high and 10V limit as determined by
ihe operation of the high-low alarm in manually
zperated power plants, or by the operation of
the automatic equipment in automatically regu-
lated plants. Care shouldbe taken not to over-
ride the settings of the voltage alarm or auto-
matic voltmeter relay. In order to determine
these currents accurately it may be necessary
to repeat the readings several times and take
the average, rejecting any extreme variations.
Have the power attendant return the battery
voltage to normal.

3.31 Obtain the arithmetic average of the high
and low current readings recorded in Par-

agraph 3.30. This average is the REFERENCE
CURRENT for the particular filament current
checking circuit for the then normal fuse panel
load. The reference current for each filament
checking circuit and the serial number of the
ammeter used to obtain it should be recorded in
the office records for subsequent reference.

Note: .Wherepracticable, an adjustment of
the reference current as closely as possi-
ble (within + 0.002) to the ‘normal cur-
rent?!for th~ various equipment circuits as
shown in Table 1, will simplify subsequent
adjustment of the filament circuits.

3.32 Adjustmentof Filament Circuit Resistance:
If not already known, the reference cur-

rent should be determined for the filament cur-
rent checking circuit connected to the same
distributing fuse pan?l to which the particular
filament circuit, which is to be adjusted, is
also connected. The method of doing this is
described in Paragraphs 3.23 to 3.31.

3.33 Insure that the normal load is being drawn
from the distributing fuse panel to which

the filament current checking circuit and the
filament circuit being adjusted are connected.

3.3h Remove from service the equipment associ-
ated with the filament circuit to be ad-

justed. (See caution followingParagraph3.0S.)

3.35 Substitute resistances for the electron
tubes in the filament circuit, in accord-

ance with the list in Paragraph 3.06.

Note: In the case of push-pull carrier am-
~iers, the filament batteryinthe branch
of the amplifier not under test should be
cut off and a tube in that amplifier branch
should be removed.

Page 5
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3.36 Connect the ammeter and test cords to a
DPDT switch in such a manner that the am-

meter can be switched to either cord. The am-
meter used should be the same as that used to
determine the reference current. Insert the
plug of one of the cords into the filament cur-
rent checking circuit jack and insert the plug
of the other cord into the filament jack of the
circuit to be adjusted.

3.37 Read the currents in the checking circuit
and the filament circuit in close succes-

sion by the operation of the switch.

3.38 Adjust the resistances in the filament
circuit until the current in that circuit

is the same number of milliamperes higher or
lower than the current value for zero deviation
from reference voltage (shown on the circuit
drawing or as shown in Table 1) as the current
in the filament current checking circuit is
higher or lower than the reference current at
any particular instant. Adjustments should be
within 0.003 ampere in one-half ampere cir-
cuits and to within 0.00S ampere in one-ampere
circuits of the required values.

Note: Where the filament current checking-
c~rcuits are adjusted so that the reference
current is exactly the same as the current
value for zero deviation from reference
voltage for the particular equipment under
test, the filament circuits should be ad-
justedto the same value as the direct read-
ing of the checking circuits. Where the
current values for zero deviation from ref-
erence voltage are not shown on the circuit
drawings the values shown in Table 1 may be
used.

3.39 Remove the resistances fromthe tube sock-
ets and reinsert the electron tubes.

Again read the filament current, which should be
within the limits shown on the circuit drawing
or within the limits shown in Table 3. In the
case of “dome’’-typetubes, the filament resist-
ance increases slightly during the first 2000
hours of operation. Therefore, when new tubes
are installed the filament currentmayinitially
exceed the limits specified.

Noi,e: Failure to meet these lMits will
usually indicate an error in adjusting the
circuit resistance due to using an incor-
rect type or defective resistance in the
tube sockets, or may very occasiomlly
result from a defective tube.

3.hO Restore the equipment to service.
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1SS 3, SECTION 024-720-801

TABLE 1

Current Values for Zero Deviation from Reference Voltage
with Tube Replacement Resistances in the Tube Sockets

for Both ‘lDome’’-~e and the Older Type Tubes, Not Including Heater-Type Tubes

Type of Equipment Filament Circuit

22A1 Telephone Repeaters
~~1 Telephone Repeate~s
11.EProgram Amplifiers
12C Program Amplifiers
lU and B Program Amplifiers
1000-Cycle Ringers
kb and 22A Echo Suppressors
~~3A Echo S~ppressors
VP Telegraph Terminals
HF Carrier Telegraph Terminals
Carrier Teletypewriter Trunk

Type C Carrier Terminals
L-Tube Amplifier
3-Tube Amplifier
L-Tube Volume Limiter
2-Tube Auxiliary Amplifier
7-Tube Volume Limiter, F2
7-Tube Volume Limiter, F1
Modulator and Demodulator
Pilot Oscillator

Type D Carrier Terminals
L-Tube Channel Unit
2-Tube Amplifier

Carrier Repeaters
3-Tube Amplifier
L-Tube Amplifier
2-Tube Telephone Amplifier
3-Tube Telegraph Amplifier

lA Interference Suppressor
3-Tube Amplifier
2-Tube Rectifier
L-Tube Rectifier

2A Interference Suppressor
3-Tube Amplifier
L-Tube Rectifier

Type C Carrier Terminals and Repeaters
3- and L-Tube Telephone Amplifiers

Current Values in Amperes
1/2 Amp. 1 Amp. 1.1 Amp.

O. L8.5
0.h85’
0.485
0.L85

o.b90
0.L85
0.h85
O.1.J85
0.b8.5
0.500

0.J485
o.h90
0.495

0..500
0.505

0.1190
0.495

0.L90
0.485

0.L80
o.L80
o.l17!-i

0.970
0.995

0.980

0.970
0.960
0.970

0.980
0.980
0.965
0.975
0.980

0.975
0.980 *1.Us

0.980
0.960

0.975
0.985
0.990

0.960
0.965

*1.Ilo

* Use 0.960 for “dome’T-typetubes.
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TABLE 2

Values to Which Filament Current Should be Adjusted with Tube Replacement Resistances in
the Tube Sockets, for Deviations of Measured Voltage from Reference Voltage (See Note 1)

for Both “Dome’’-Typeand the Older Type Tubes, Not Including Heater-Type Tubes

Value of Normal
Current at

Zero Deviation
from Reference

Voltage

o.&75
O.L80
0.h8!5
0.490
0.1195
0.500
0.505

0.960
0.965
0.970
0.975
0.980
0.985
0.990
1.030

1.110
1.115

+05

o.L86
o.)191
0.496
0.501
0.506
0.511
0.516

0.982
0.987
0.992
0.997
1.002
1.007
1.012
1.052

1.135
1.lbo

Deviations of Measured Voltage from Reference Voltage

+0.).! +0.3 +0.2 +0.1 o -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4— — — — —— . .
0.L84 0.481 0.479 ti7 0.475 o.lL73 o.b71 o.lt69 0.466
0.L89 0.486 0.b811 0.L82 o.b80 0.478 0.L76 0.L711 0.li71
o.h9h 0.491 0.b89 0.b87 0.485 0.L83 0.&81 0.tJ79 0.476
0.499 o.h96 0.lJ9b 0.492 0.L90 0.488 0.1186 0.L8L 0.481
O.SOb 0.S01 0.499 0.b97 0.h95 0.h93 0.ii91 0.h89 0.486
0.5’09 0.506 0.504 0.502 0.5’00 O.&98 0.496 0.L9L 0.b91
O.Slb 0.5’11 0.5’09 0.507 O.~0~ 0.503 O.~01 0.499 0.496

0.977 0.973 0.969 o.961i 0.960 0.956 0.95’1 0.947 0.943
0.982 0.978 0.974 0.969 0.965 0.961 0.956 0.952 0.948
0.987 0.983 0.979 0097h 0.970 0.966 0.961 0.957 0.953
0.992 0.988 0.984 0.979 0.9’75 0.971 0.966 0.962 0.958
0.997 0.993 0.989 0.984 0.980 0.976 0.971 0.967 0.963
1.oo2 0.998 0.99L 0.989 0.985 0.981 0.976 0.972 0.968
1.007 1.003 0.999 0.994 0.990 0.986 0.981 0.977 0.973
1.o47 l.o43 l.o39 1.03b 1.o3o l.o26 l.o2l l.ol7 1.013

1.130 1.125 1.120 1.115 1.110 1.105 1.100 1.095 1.090
1.135 1.130 1.125 1.120 1.115 1.110 1.105 1.100 1.095

-0.5

o.h64
0.469
o.L711
0.479
o.h84
0.b89
0.494

0.938
0.943
0.948
0.953
0.95’8
0.963
0.968
1.008

1.085
1.090

Note 1: Adjustments should be within 0.003 ampere of these values for 0.S ampere circuits
or within 0.00S ampere of the values for 1 and 1.1 ampere circuits.

TABLE 3

*’lDome’’-TypeTubes

Filament Current Requirements

Old (Not Including
Half-Ampere Circuits Heater) Type Tubes

Telephone Repeaters, Echo Suppressors, 1000-
Cycle Ringers, VF Telegraph, IA Interference
Suppressors, lIE and 12C Program
Amplifiers and HF Carrier Telegraph Terminals 0.46.5to O.SOS amp. 0.460 to O.g10 amp.

Type D Carrier and Carrier Teletypewriter
Trunk 0.48.5to 0.5’25 “ 0.L80 to 0.5’30 “

Floor me Carrier Repeaters o.1170to 0.510 “ 0.465 to O.SIS “

All Other l/2-Ampere Carrier Circuits o.1190to 0.530 “ 0.485 to 0.535 “

One-Ampere Circuits

Carrier Circuits, Except VF Telegraph 0.9L to 1.02 amp. 0.93 to 1.05 amp.

All Other 0.93 to 1.01 “ 0.93 to 1.05 “

l.1-Ampere Circuits
.
Types C and D Carrier 1.07 to 1.15 “ 0.93 to 1.05 amp.

* These values apply for circuits where the use of ‘Idomelf-typetubes has been authorized.
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